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ping and DNS Resolution

Capture the traffic sent and received by a station executing the command

- `ping [name]`

- Make sure, prior to execution, that
  - the ARP cache is empty (use `arp` command)
  - the DNS cache is empty (use `ipconfig` command)

- Consider the following questions
  - How many ARP requests are generated? For which addresses?
  - Compare the Time To Live value associated to the name resolved in the DNS cache of the station and in the DNS response messages
traceroute and DNS Resolution

Capture the traffic sent and received by a station executing the command
- `tracert [name]` (Windows)
- `traceroute [name]` (Unix)

- Make sure, prior to execution, that
  - the ARP cache is empty (use `arp` command)
  - the DNS cache is empty (use `ipconfig` command)

- Consider the following questions
  - What is the source IP address of the packets generated by the command?
  - What is the destination IP address of the packets generated by the command?
  - What is the source IP address of the packets received by the command?
  - Does the destination IP address of the packets used by the command change over time?
  - Does the destination MAC address of the packets used by the command change over time?
  - How many DNS query/response sessions take place? What for?
    - How does the command handle cases in which the DNS query fails?
nslookup

- Execute the `nslookup` program in interactive mode (no parameters)
- Set DNS server to netgroup.polito.it (130.192.225.79)
- List (`ls` command) type A entries and aliases (non-canonical names) for domain ipv6.polito.it
  - Is netgroup.ipv6.polito.it a canonical name? If not, what is the canonical name of the host?
- Repeat same operations for domain polito.it; if they fail, explain why.
- Verify whether resolution requests (not using `ls`) for other domains (e.g., cisco.com, google.com) are successful
- Capture traffic when visualizing information (e.g., CPU, OS) stored in the DNS about hosts of domain ipv6.polito.it
  - Use type `ANY` requests
  - Which operations use TCP/UDP and why?
- Capture traffic when resolving `chebasti` and `didattica`.
  - Are both resolutions successful? Why?
  - What are the names actually resolved?
- Tip: check out `srchlist` option